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star trek online is a free-to-play mmorpg, open world and a ftl game. designed by a team of over 50 developers, the game takes place in a cyber-futuristic space. the original game launched to positive reviews,
and spawned two expansions and four add-on packs. while the open world element may be the backbone of many mmorpgs, sto has a bit more to offer: player ships are customizable and can be upgraded;

there's a persistent quest system; and pvp is supported, but the server has to be open to it. players can visit the game's forums, or find more information and check for updates on the galciv forums. skyrift is a
limited space trading card game that supports ai, cooperative and competitive games. the base game, the main focus of this list, is free to play, and supports up to 20 ai players, each of whom has their own

starter deck. if you want to play multiple ai players together, then you'll need to buy the virtual currency that is required to buy cards. the game focuses on trading, resource collection, ship building,
diplomacy, space combat and a single-player campaign. it requires windows, android or ios, and multiplayer support is currently only available for players in the same network. built by thoughtworks, pipeline

allows for the asynchronous orchestration of microservices, or a collection of applications built around specific business processes. it is designed to be used in tandem with an agile framework and the
accompanying devops tools. the open source version of the tool, written in go, is free to download, use and modify. it has support for most major cloud platforms, including ec2, gcp and aws.
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